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Another talk was from KEF Ltd. (San Dimas, CA 91781) at the Box 1 partner pavilion. Its Digital Signal Processor (DSP) plus two hardware DSPs can vastly improve the performance of any digital audio device,
including a music receiver, a portable player or a PC multimedia player. Providers claim that WaveSurfer UE offers a more natural sound reproduction, with a more finely tuned sound, a richer, richer and more

deep bass with less noise and more depth and that is the biggest feature that sets it apart from the competing products. The new UE offer an exceptionally realistic sound quality, all thanks to their custom-tuned
high-quality drivers. From the smallest to the largest sounds, UE is designed to deliver the best performance. FCMS provides access to ACD, VRU, IVR, scripting and reporting interfaces via a number of drivers
that use different protocols. This allows media dashboards, such as FEATN, to be built without knowing the precise media capabilities of the equipment. Vehicle Operating above maximum speed limit Vehicle
Operating at unsafe speed Vehicle Operating in a lane that is too wide Vehicle Operating at a speed that is not appropriate for the roadway Vehicle Operating in a lane that is too narrow Vehicle Operating in a

lane that does not permit passing Vehicle Operating in extreme weather conditions 5.25 Media Dashboard Driver The alarm system in the vehicle must be in a safe operating condition when the vehicle is
operating, even if the warning device itself is not functioning. The device may be inoperative or disabled. Even if the alarm system is inoperative or disabled, the vehicle driver must be informed of any operating

condition that could indicate a dangerous operating condition by:
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